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INT RODUCTION

The need for a code of ethics to guide human conduct within the Great Lakes
region has received increasing attention over the past ten years. Impetus for the
development of an ethics code was implicitly given by the Science Advisory

Board when it recommended that the International Joint Commission adopt the

integrative framework of an "ecosystem approach" to address the myriad vexing
problem throughout the basin of the Great Lakes. In a special report to the

Commission, the Board described the basin as "an Ecosystem composed of the
interacting elements of water, air, land and living organisms, including man."1
This concept was incorporated subsequently into the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement of 1978 between Canada and the United States who pledged therein
"to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the

waters of the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem." That humankind was perceived as

an intricate part of the biological life of the Ecosystem departed from a general

metaphysical conception of humans as apart from the natural environment.
Efforts were initiated thereafter to further define and apply an ecosystem
approach to the activities of the Commission, the Parties and decision makers
throughout the region.
Among these endeavors was a three-year process the Commission sponsored

with the International Association for Great Lakes Research, the Great Lakes
Fishery Commission, and Great Lakes Tomorrow which culminated in a workshop
in 1983. Three general obstacles to attaining the desired ecosystem approach in
the basin were identified: the absence of a holistic perspective; the

predominance of egosystem thinking; and, the lack of a preventive approach to

problems in the Ecosystem. To hurdle these obstacles, the diverse participants in

the workshop recommended a strategy of "enlightened self interest" by extending
the Golden Rule to the Ecosystem "Do unto the ecosystems you share with others

as you would have others do to the ecosystems they share with you."2
Thirty three initiatives were suggested for following-up the workshop, including
a call for an environmental bill of rights for the Great Lakes region which was to
be incorporated in the Agreement and reflected in policy documents at various
governmental levels.3
The Mohawk Council of Akwesasne pursued the need for identifying basic

principles to guide human prospering in the Ecosystem at a meeting it hosted for
the Board in 1987. Calling attention to native peoples' "spiritual integration into
this earth," the chiefs of the Council urged the Commission to explore the

question of an environmental ethic and spirit with them. In response, the Board
initiated plans through its Societal Committee to investigate the potential for
developing an ecosystem ethic in cooperation with native peoples.5
This report was requested by the Committee to provide an overview of the

groundwork which has already been established toward the development of an

ethic for the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem and to identify how an ethics code

could aid the Commission in its endeavors to apply an ecosystem approach in
carrying out its responsibilities as delineated in the Agreement. In the first
section, the-relevance of ethics in the Commission's responding to Great Lakes

issues is discussed.
academicians,

native

Highlighted in the second section are indications among
peoples,

established

religions,

secular

organizations,

governments, industries and foundations to identify ethical thinking appropriate
for application in an ecosystem. Finally, a process for developing a Great Lakes
code of ethics which pulls these efforts together is recommended for the
Commission's consideration.

A note of caution to the reader is required. The broad scope of this paper
and the plethora of materials discovered necessitated my selecting examples of

diverse efforts underway toward the development of an ethic for the Great Lakes

Basin Ecosystem. Considerany more resources than those cited are ripe for
tapping by the Commission if the topic is pursued.
THE RELEVANCE OF ETHICS FOR THE COMMISSION
The development and application of a code of ethics for functioning within

the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem have significant practical relevance for the
International

Joint

Commission and for the United States and Canada as

signatories of the Water Quality Agreement of 1978. Faced with widespread
contamination of and additional projected threats to the integrity of the

Ecosystem, the Commission has recognized that cooperation is needed at all
levels of public and private endeavor to achieve the objectives of the
Agreement. . To bring about this requisite shared responsibility for a great
shared resource, the Commission has acknowledged a need to explore "the nature
of society's stewardship [of the Ecosystem] and creative means to encourage its
pursuit.
This need can be met by developing an ecosystem ethic which reflects
the values of the people basin wide. Through dialogue generated during the
creation of a code of ethics, the individual interests of jurisdictions and the
various sectors of society may be transcended to identify how the common good
ought to be achieved. Once adopted, an ethics code should aid the Commission

and the Parties in many ways.

Generally, a code of ethics can provide

acommon vocabulary and framework

of reasons for policy making, cooperative action and conflict resolution from a
moral (what is right) perspective.

Thus, consistent individual and collective

judgment on the compatibility of potential actions with established ideals of
human conduct are enabled, and commitments to these ideals and principles

cannot be overruled easily by momentary desires. Behavior can be universalized
and harmony can be achieved among the desires of individuals, communities and
bordering nations through an ethical code, allowing the good of the people to be
maximized. Finally, an ethical system of thinking can enable the pursuit of

morality with a scientific attitude through which methods of observation,
reflection and testing can be utilized to shape human actions. 3 The desire for
and usefulness of ethics are exemplified by the many professions, organizations

and governmental bodies in both the United States and Canada which have

adopted codes of individual and corporate conduct reflecting high moral
principles.

An ethics code may be specifically helpful to the Commission as a rational
basis for developing and recommending policies consistent with the ecosystem
approach language adopted in the Agreement. Decision making by Canada and
the United States which is beneficial to the Ecosystem as a whole may be
enhanced through an idealized and common rationale for collective behavior.

Mutual ethical understanding and norms for action should facilitate greater
cooperation between the Parties and demonstrate their intent to pursue the
shared values of the people.

A Great Lakes ethic may mobilize the various state, provincial, tribal and
local governments to recognize their common good and to structure policies
conducive to its attainment. Dialogue based upon values and the moral principles
flowing therefrom may have the uplifting effect of inspiring sometimes disparate
and myopic governments to work together to achieve goals which transcend their
self-interests, to recognize where individual governments can accept
responsibility for action, and to identify the kind of supportive behavior needed

from their constituents. This type of deliberation based on ethical principles
appears essential to facilitate remedial action planning and implementation
which are major endeavors underway at the forty two Areas of Concern in the
Ecosystem.

The consciousness of industry, citizens groups, religious congregations and

the general public may be raised by a code of ethics which enables them to

recognize

their mutual good and to act accordingly on both individual and

collective levels. An ecosystem ethic may provide groups and individuals with

sound bases for influencing and judging decisions and for holding decision-makers
accountable. And, people of this generation will be able to gauge their behavior

in light of responsibilities to future generations which may be spelled out in a
Great Lakes ethics code.

Educational opportunities for stimulating understanding and behavior
modification may be immensely enhanced through the development and
application of an ecosystem ethic. 'A carefully planned, public process of

conceptualizing and adopting an ethic may in itself serve as a vehicle for broad

public education and the identification of individual behavior which is appropriate

to the welfare of the Great Lakes region. Furthermore, an ecosystem ethic could

be incorporated into school curricula to facilitate the discovery of responsible
conduct in even very young children who are the decision-makers of tomorrow.

A Great Lakes ethic should also facilitate the Commission's involvement in

world wide activities which focus on moral rationales for environmentally
compatible actions

unprecedented.

at a

time when our capacity to alter the biosphere is

Entering into the important dialogues initiated by the United

Nations Environment Program, the World Wide Fund for Nature, and the Global

Forum of Spiritual and Parliamentary Leaders on Human Survival, which are
briefly described below, will enable the Commission to contribute to discussions

on the appropriate acceptance of responsibility at ecosystemic and other levels
which promote the well-being of the planet.

Essentially, the development and implementation of an ethic to direct human

functioning in the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem would conceptually complete the
holistic approach which the Commission has acknowledged is required to restore

the integrity of the region.10 Through its creation, a code of ethics could have

the effect of mobilizing the collective thinking, feeling and will of the people
needed to achieve the goals set forward in the Agreement and amendments
thereto. The Commission is in a unique position to initiate this endeavor.
INDICATIONS OF THE EMERGENCE OF AN ECOSYSTEM ETHIC
In addition to the Commission's perception that a holistic approach is needed

to address problems in the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem, there are many
indications of growing awareness and valuing of the Ecosystem and the need for

ethical norms to guide human activity therein. Some philosophers are generating
systems of thinking which define the moral relationship of humans with collective
nonhuman life,

including ecosystems.

North American natives

are alerting

nonnatives to long held values
ofsustained utilization of natural resources and
socially structured relations with other than human beings.
Religious
organizations are exploring stewardship and covenantal bases for responsible
human interaction with the rest of creation.

Secular groups, governments and

industries are becoming increasingly interested in ethical norms as vehicles for

bringing about environmentally compatible behavior.

Foundations are funding

major studies on ecosystem-related ethics. Finally, polls and surveys indicate

that people value the environment and desire to live in harmony as an integral
part of nature. Following are examples of these indicators.
Academic Indicators
Serious philosophical inquiry into fundamental assumptions about the role of
humankind in the natural environment has been ongoing since the early 19705,
paralleling an expansion of scientific knowledge and public consciousness about

the human capacity to degrade the natural environment. Though traditional
systems of moral thought have been applied in addressing the environment (for

example, natural rights and natural law theories, which tend to establish a moral
hierarchy of beings with the human species in a position of superiority, and
utilitarianism, which postulates the moral good as that end bringing about the
most happiness for the greatest number of people), this thinking has centered
primarily around the relationships among humans in their use of natural
resources. Some scholars have found this reasoning intellectually inadequate,
particularly in light of increasing knowledge about the human capacity to
seriously alter biological life, to bring about the extinction of species, and to
threaten the very survival of ecosystems and the biosphere.
Thus, some normative philosophers have deviated from human-centered or
anthropocentric ethics by exploring the moral relationship between humans and

nonhuman life and between humans and natural systems. Among the challenges
to anthropocentric ethics are animal rights and animal liberation theories11

which establish human obligations to individual nonhuman animals because of the
latter's intrinsic worth. Animals must be treated as ends in themselves and not
merely as means for human use or exploitation according to these theories.

Other new approaches to moral systems include more holistic thinking about
human obligations to biological systems such as ecosystems and the larger

biosphere. Some of these scholarly endeavors have strong roots in American
Indian land wisdom, in Aldo Leopold's land ethic, in Albert Schweitzer's concept
of reverence for life, and in Judeo Christian tenets of stewardship and the

covenantal relationship of all creation with the Creator. Because these patterns
of thinking are particularly relevant to the articulation of an ethic for the Great
Lakes Basin Ecosystem, they will be discussed briefly.

Recent
analyses
of
ethnographic
observations,
ethnohistory
and
ethnolinguistic narratives by Richard K. Nelson, Calvin Martin, and Thomas W.
Overholt and J. Baird Callicott, respectively, indicate that distinct kinds of land

wisdom existed among at least some native American people prior to cultural
disruptions by white settlers12 which may serve as a model for an ecosystem
ethic.

This land wisdom was demonstrated by practices of sustained utilization

of natural resources and maintenance of a socially structured and respectful
relationship with nonhuman life.13 Thus, these native people were able to keep a

balance between themselves and the natural world of which they considered
humanity to be an intricate part. Some native nations in the Great Lakes region
today adhere to these principles and practices as discussed in the section below

on native American indicators.

Perhaps the most celebrated and appealing basis for an environmental ethic

in contemporary thought is the late Aldo Leopold's land ethic

which Callicott

contends has an abstract social structure identical to the environmental ethic of

the Ojibwa.15

Leopold based his ethic on the concept of a biotic community

made up of humans, animals, plants, waters and soils

which falls within the purview of morality.

collectively "the land"

"A thing is right," Leopold wrote,

"when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic

community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise."16 Essentially, Leopold's ethic
changed the perception of humankind as conqueror of the land community to

membership in that community. The many scholars who have analyzed Leopold's
writings and extended his basic concepts on the occasion of the centennial of his
birth provide invaluable insights toward the development of an ecosystem ethic.17

Philosophical justification for a moral shift from anthropocentric ethics to a

life centered or biocentric ethic is a focus of some outstanding scholars.

The

most highly structured and fully rational effort on behalf of biocentrism has been

made by Paul W. Taylor who has proposed three interrelated components of a

biocentric moral theory: an ultimate moral attitude of respect for nature; a
belief system that constitutes a way of conceiving the natural world and the
human place therein; and, a system of moral rules and standards for guiding our

He contends that this
treatment of ecosystems and other life communities.
system of thought is structurally symmetrical to a theory of human ethics based
on the principle of respect for persons. A concept of reverence for all life

reminiscent of Albert Schweitzer's writings permeates Taylor's efforts.

A dean of environmental ethics, Holmes Rolston, III searches for value in

nature and explores what human behavior ought to be from what nature is.

He

finds value in a balanced ecosystem which appears to include all facets of

Leopold's concept of "the land." In Rolston's insightful and poetic writings, he
develops a synthesis of individually and communally based emotive ethics
appropriate for application to ecosystems.

Myriad texts and articles have been generated recently by theologians on the

religious understanding of the human relationship to the natural world and moral

principles flowing therefrom. Illuminating the works of Teilhard de Chardin,
Thomas Berry focuses on the need for humans to discover a way of intimate

consciousness with the evolutionary process of the earth, explains that human
action should be judged on the extent to which the human earth relationship is
enhanced bioregionally and globally, and calls for a spiritual treaty between

humanity and the natural world based on principles of mutual enhancement. H.
Paul Santmire argues for an ecological interpretation of the Bible which he
believes could stimulate new Christian thinking about the interrelationship of
God, humanity and nature.21 John Hart provides a succinct theological
statement of the land and a practical system of land ethics for humans
individually and collectively to follow to prevent the destruction of the earth and
the human species.22 Albert J. Fritsch, SJ. paints a liturgically patterned
approach for humankind to tune into the earth and bring about its renewal.23

Many other excellent scholars have added to this dialogue.

Outstanding academic contributions have been made to several other

subjects related directly to the development of an ethic for ecosystems.

Mark

Sagoff identifies cultural, aesthetic and social values inherent in his ethical
understanding of the human nature relationship which are not

assessed in

cost benefit analysis and other economic methods of making decisions about
Also overlooked in current analytical
projects which impact ecosystems.
methods required in bureaucratic decision making, according to Ernest Partridge,
are duties humans owe to posterity; he offers several empirical arguments,

including one based on "self transcending concern," to support ecosystematic
approaches to valuing nature.25 Philip Hanson stresses a mutual human-nature

conception of morality based on shared self interests. People relating to the
earth through the concept of caring is discussed phenomenologically by Neil
And, Eugene Hargrove writes about a theoretical framework within
Evernden.
which rules of conduct in an ecosystem can be selected and perfected.
Thus, much academic groundwork has already been established which should
facilitate the Commission's initiating the conceptualization of an ethic for the

Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem to serve as a foundation for implementing the

provisions of the Agreement.

Though principles flowing from these various

systems of moral thought have been proffered by some ethicists to guide our

behavior, how widespread the dissemination of this academically produced
guidance has been remains questionable. Thus, the development of a code of

ethics for the ecosystem provides an excellent opportunity to bring this thinking

into the public consciousness.

Native American Indicators

While contemporary native and normative American writers have been
calling attention to the long, and for the most part unwritten, history of the
strong spiritual identity American Indians have had with the forces of nature,

many tribes and unions of tribes in the Great Lakes region have used various
practical means to encourage nonnative understanding of their views on living in
harmony with the natural world. Some tribes have brought their views to the

attention of governments in Canada and the United States when addressing the
many problems within the Ecosystem; for example, the Mohawk governments
have urged the cessation of practices which upset the natural balances in
ecosystems and have called for effective remedial action at the Areas of
Means to assure that the native view is
Concern identified by the Commission.
integrated into remedial action planning have been pursued, including the
formation of a Great Lakes Basin Native Commission to "oversee the restoration

of the Great Lakes ecosystem."3° Native environmentalism has been conveyed
passionately through Akwesasng Notes, a leading American Indian Journal
published six times a year in the Great Lakes area, and in Daybreak, the
quarterly magazine. Furthermore, to deal with problems impacting treaty lands,

an increasing number of tribes have formed environmental divisions and hired

specialists who are also knowledgeable about traditional native views on the

human-nature interrelationship. 3 1

In addition to these efforts, native American organizations are facilitating
the common pursuit of environmental goals. For example, the Assembly of First
Nations in Ottawa is organizing information on environmental issues for the

Native Council of Canada which is in the process of developing policy statements
in keeping with traditional native environmental thought and ethical practices.

The Assembly has appealed to the Canadian government for representation of
natives in efforts to respond to the Brundtland Commission's call for

implementing sustainable development.32 Based in rural Wisconsin, the Great

Lakes Indian, Fish and Wildlife Commission is facilitating the application of
native views in a plethora of policy and scientific endeavors.

Educational endeavors emphasize native views of the integral human nature

relationship. American Indian scholars, many of whom are natives, teach at
several universities in the Great Lakes region. The North American Indian

Traveling College based in Ottawa makes available to nonnatives a variety of

programs on the spiritual relationship natives have with the earth.

Thus, native peoples in the region appear eager to support, facilitate and
participate in the articulation of an ethic for the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem.

That the most immediate impetus for pursuing an ethical basis for implementing
an ecosystem approach was given by natives, as noted in the introduction to this
paper, is a sound indication to their commitment to such an endeavor. Specific

groundwork has already been initiated toward this end through the proposed

"World Constitution," an ethical statement of dedication to principles based on
the Peacemaker's teachings through which a natural balance of life can be

e
maintained on Earth; the Akwesasne have asked other natives and normativ
United
the
to
nt
stateme
this
ng
presenti
and
groups to cooperate in refining

Nations in the near future.33

Principles from "The Great Law" and symbolism

from "The Mohawk Prayer" may very well provide some vital thoughts for setting
the stage for the development of an ethic for the Ecosystem.

Religious Organization Indicators
One of the most dynamic activities today pertaining to environmental ethics
of
comes from established religions which are rediscovering the compatibility
have
to
Judeo Christian beliefs with environmentalism. This activity appears
to
been spurred by serious academic allegations that the biblical exhortation

humankind to "subdue and fill the earth" has resulted in human domination and

is
exploitation of nature while believers await their eternal home - a view which
for
t
movemen
ental
perceived to be directly opposed to the call of the environm
an
responsible human conduct within the natural world of which humanity is

integral part. 3

Rigorous examination of biblical, traditional and contemporary teachings has

to many
brought to the fore strong theological bases for dialogue and response

environmental issues. Some outstanding books and articles have been written on
these theological perceptions as noted above and in the annotated bibliography,
and some established churches and religious organizations in Canada and the

ng
United States have become very active in further conceptualizing and promoti

the kind of behavior required by this thinking.

The United Church of Canada has been addressing environmental issues from
theological and ethical perspectives at local, provincial and national levels since
the early 19705. Through its Task Force on the Environment and the National
Working Group on Energy, the Church has generated resources to congregations

for reflection and action and has brought its perspective to major national and

international forums.

The Church has also worked with the National Council of

Churches of Christ, which is comprised of the major Christian denominations
throughout the United States, on acid rain and other issues which transcend

political boundaries.36 In all of these endeavors, theological understanding and
ethical guidelines for responding to issues have been promoted.
In addition to collaborating with the United Church of Canada, the National

Council of Churches of Christ is developing an ethical platform which combines

ecological wholeness and social justice into a holistic emphasis that is both

authentically biblical and distinctively contemporary. The Eco Justice Working
Group has been established by the National Council to focus on public policy and
community organizing around environmental issues.

Another interreligious cooperative effort has been the formation of the
North American Conference on Christianity and Ecology held in 1987 to bring
together people interested in the religious dimensions of the human relationship
with the rest of creation. After a highly successful gathering of over 500 people
from all over the continent to share theological and practical aspects of the topic
and to begin building an environmental ethic for the twenty first century, the
Conference movement is ongoing. Forums are being planned on "Justice, Peace
and the Integrity of Creation" to prepare for the 1990 world wide convocation on
Educational materials are being disseminated, a quarterly
the subject.
publication entitled 511mm; has an increasing readership, and a network is
being developed among the diverse churches. Major religious denominations in
Canada and the United States are represented within the organizing and outreach
structure of the Conference.

Also involved in exploring a theological and ethical basis for the human
relationship with the natural world is the Au Sable Institute in Michigan. The
Institute is an evangelic based education center promoting stewardship of the

earth through workshops and forums. At one Au Sable gathering in 1987, "A

Christian Land Ethic" was formulated which describes Christian stewardship as
"doing the Creator's will in caring for the earth and striving to preserve and
restore the integrity, stability, and beauty of the created order."37
Moral understanding and principles for guiding human use of the land have
also been adopted by established religions in the United States including the
Catholic bishops of rural areas, the United Church of Christ, the United

Presbyterian Church, the Lutheran Church, the Christian Reformed Church, and
The concept of stewardship of the land is a
the United Methodist Church.
major theme in these statements.

The Christian Farmers Federation of Ontario has endeavored since 1954 to
apply stewardship principles to agricultural practices. Responsible use of the
land is promoted through a quarterly magazine entitled Earthkeeping, and a
"vision statement" which identifies a moral basis for "stewardly and sustainable"
agriculture is in the process of being developed.39
Cooperative Religious and Secular Indicators
Religious organizations

have

also begun

to work

within

the

secular

community on the moral dimensions of the human environment relationship. For

example, a declaration of religious beliefs pertaining to human responsibility for

the earth was issued in 1986 by leaders of five major religions of the world

upon their gathering in
Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam and Judaism
founding of the World
the
of
anniversary
25th
Assisi, Italy to celebrate the
it has initiated an
Nature,
for
Fund
Wide
World
the
Wildlife Fund. 0 Now called
organizations,
religious
and
conservation
of
international networking alliance
available to
makes
and
Road,
N
he
publishes a quarterly bulletin,
materials
educational
excellent
Canada
and
States
congregations in the United
earth.
the
of
stewardship
human
for
foundations
stressing the religious

Approximately four thousand religious congregations in Canada and the

United States participated in celebrating the 1988 "Environmental Sabbath"
which was facilitated by the United Nations Environment Program.

Flaming is

expanded

scale.

Another effort to bridge religious and secular dimensions is the

Global

underway

for

the

1989

celebration on

an

even

more

Representatives of major faiths are pursuing with the international agency the
potential for a gathering of religious denominations from all over the world in
1992 to begin dialogue on a new vision of human earth relations.

Forum of Spiritual and Parliamentary Leaders on Human Survival which was
initiated in 1986 to provide opportunities for discussing mutual concerns. Forums

were held in 1988 in Oxford and Moscow to link individuals and. communities into
an extended family which cares for itself and is "committed to preserving all
other forms of life and the natural resources of our planet. 1 The lists of

participants at these forums are dominated by prominent leaders of the world's
religions, scientific community and governments. Additional gatherings are being
planned.
Secular Organization Indicators

At the forefront of secular efforts to explicitly address environmental issues
from an ethical perspective are bioregionalists, deep ecologists and the Greens.
The bioregional movement has been particularly active in the Great Lakes area

through congresses of individuals who recognize biological regions as whole

systems comprised of diverse and integrated natural sub systems and who live
and work according to ecological laws and principles which operate the systems

and sub systems. 2 Greens for the most part are bioregionalists working for
social and environmental change within traditional electoral and legislative
structures through ten key values adopted in Minnesota in 1984.43 Deep ecology

is essentially a group of ideals among heterogenous organizations and individuals

who extend the ecological principle of interrelatedness to virtually every aspect
of life, view human and nonhuman beings as having inherent and equal value, and,

thus, believe that humans should not reduce the natural diversity of the earth
either directly or indirectly.
Implicit in the efforts of environmental organizations throughout the Great
Lakes region are strong ethical principles for protecting nonhuman life,
ecosystems and the biosphere. How human beings ought to act toward the
environment is a constant focus of positions taken by Great Lakes United, the
Canadian Environmental Network, the Lake Michigan Federation, and the many
other groups which are based in the region. Furthermore, they have been
instrumental in mobilizing the public to convey its valuing of the Great Lakes
Basin Ecosystem and to demand appropriate action for its protection by all
concerned; for example, citizens from throughout the region who testified at

d

hearings held by Great Lakes United on the 1978 Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement stressed the need for people at all levels of private and public

endeavor to accept responsibility for restoring and maintaining the Ecosystem so
the healthy functioning of all present and future forms of life can be assured.

Environmental groups have also worked with industry, educational institutions

and governmental organizations to promote "Globescope" conferences in the
Great Lakes area during which their representatives have pursued principles to

guide local decisions which have world-wide impacts.

Some secular organizations are outwardly stressing the need for ethics to
address environmental problems. For example, the Canadian Environmental
Network is investigating an approach to decision making which incorporates
environmental values and explicitly recognizes ethical guidance as the
The President Emeritus of the
appropriate model for policy development.
National Audubon Society, Russell W. Peterson, has focused on the need for an
The Natural Resources Defense Council has devoted
"earth ethic. 7
considerable coverage to environmental ethics at the overwhelming request of
Members of a
the readers of The Amicus Journal, its quarterly publication.
its centennial
on
symposium sponsored by the National Geographic Society
Gilbert M.
President
anniversary called for a new era of global responsibility;
years
hundred
one
next
the
Grosvenor has stated that a goal of the Society during

will be to "encourage a better stewardship of the planet. 9 Finally, the World
Wide Fund for Nature has sought input on "The Conservation Code" which was
drafted for application by individuals.-"0

Government Indicators

The Canadian government has initiated a nation-wide discussion of
sustainable development which has been described as a search for "a new

environmental ethic."~" 1

This dialogue on how to bring about environmentally

sound economic development was begun after a meeting in Canada of the World
Commission on Environment and Development headed by the Prime Minister of

Norway.52 The report of the National Task Force on Environment and Economy
which was established to recommend actions for integrating the environment and
economy in Canada is replete with recognition of the "absolute" necessity of
promoting growth and development that is environmentally compatible to assure

"that the utilization of resources and the environment today does not damage

prospects for their use by future generations. 3

Roundtables of representatives

from government, industry, labor, education and the public sector are being held
throughout Canada to identify specific steps which can be taken to encourage and

facilitate sustainable development.

Among the initiatives recommended by a

national forum on the subject organized by the Harmony Foundation was the
implementation of "a new sustainable development ethic for Canada" by
churches, government and all other sectors reflecting "the need for stewardship
of air, water, land, and all living organism."54
This is not the first time that Canada has recognized the need for an ethical

basis for its approach to environmental matters. An ethic was proposed by the
Canadian Environmental Council in 1974 which stresses the harmony and stability

of natural systems and the necessity for humans to live within the constraints of
these systems. This ethic deals not only with interhuman relationships but also
with relationships between humankind and the rest of the natural world. The
proposed Canadian ethic was seen as a sharp contrast to the ethic of "dominance
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and perpetual progress" which has "shaped and directed western man's
relationship with the natural environment" and which "holds the seeds of disaster"
for humankind.55
The need for an environmental ethic has also been acknowledged in the
United States. President George Bush has indicated that "one goal of [his]
presidency would be to lead America toward a greater 'conservation ethic'
a
greater understanding that a clean and protected environment is essential to our
public health, to our continued enjoyment of the outdoors, to our economic
development, and ultimately to our quality of life. Most important, we owe it to
our children and grandchildren to leave them a planet that is better than we
found it."55 Furthermore, the Environmental Protection Agency has devoted a

major part of an issue of the m Journal to exploring the nature and extent of

an environmental ethic in the nation.57

Recognizing that governments worldwide must address the human
environment relationship from an ethical perspective, a "World Charter for
Nature" has been adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations." This

statement conveys a philosophical foundation for respecting nature and stipulates

thirteen basic principles for nations individually and in cooperation with one
another to follow in guiding and judging human conduct which affects the

environment. The document may be of particular interest to the Commission if
it opts to commence the development of an ethic for functioning in the Great
Lakes Basin Ecosystem.

Industry Indicators

Interest in conceptualizing an ethical basis for corporate functioning in the
Great Lakes region has also surfaced within the industrial sector. For example,
Dow Chemical Company has developed an environmental policy based on the
concept of stewardship." Guidelines have been enumerated for demonstrating
this commitment, and responsibility for achieving the stewardship objective has

been placed within management and explicitly required of each Dow employee.
Foundation Indicators

Other important indications of a growing interest in the application of ethics

to the environment are research projects underway through sponsorship by major

foundations in Canada and the United States. The National Science Foundation in

the United States has funded a significant project through which a zoologist and a
philosopher of science will examine two normative concepts in ecology
"balance of nature" and "community" - and assess the consequences of using
these two concepts. 0
Concomitantly,

the

Canadian

Federation of

the

Humanities

has been

awarded a grant by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council to
identify projects relevant to major national needs in environmental ethic s. 1
This kind of attention focusing on human morality and the natural world further
emphasizes the value

of
ethical bases for guiding human activity.
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Poll and Survey Indicators
According to broad public opinion surveys in the United States and Canada,
the natural environment is highly valued and ought to be protected. A majority
of Canadians surveyed by various public research organizations over a period of

several years indicated that environmental protection is the third most important

issue after unemployment and world peace, that they perceive themselves as part
of the natural world, and that concern for the environment is directly connected

with

human

health and welfare.62

While long term

trends

suggest

that

environmental quality has become an important and enduring value in the United
States, the strength of that value compared to others is not clear from general
public surveys; it is significant, nevertheless, that a majority of people believe

that the government has been spending too little money on improving and

protecting the environment"3 and that business is not meeting the responsibility
of cleaning up its own pollution. These limited data suggest the presence of an

environmental ethic in both countries.

Some recent in depth surveys provide greater information about public
attitudes toward the human role in the environment which may give direction to

the development of an ethical code to protect the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem.
Lester Milbrath found from a random sampling in 1984 of the public and elected

officials on the Canadian and United States sides of the Niagara frontier that the
respondents consider the Great Lakes very important for their future welfare,
that they want the Great Lakes cleaned up even if they have to pay higher taxes,
and that they want human health threats removed even if economic losses
occur.
Surveys conducted by Milbrath of the general public, business leaders,
environmentalists, labor leaders and government officials in the United States in
1980 and 1982 indicate that most support environmental values including the
beliefs that humans must live in harmony with nature in order to survive, that a
country should encourage people to adapt to their natural environment, that
society should save its resources to benefit future generations, and that nature
should be cherished and preserved as one of the most precious things in life.66

The Great Lakes Institute found from its 1986 survey of residents in Michigan and

Ontario that pollution control is near the top of the noneconomic agenda and that
an increase in governmental, industrial and public action is desired to curtail
contaminants suspected of adversely affecting human health.67

Hard data are not available to convey the value which people from
throughout the Great Lakes region place on the environment and the individual
and collective behavior which should be exhibited accordingly.
In depth
surveying is obviously needed to provide specific direction for an ecosystem ethic.

DEVELOPING AN ETHIC FOR THE GREAT LAKES BASIN ECOSYSTEM
Interest in developing ethical guidance for human functioning within the

Great

Lakes Basin Ecosystem is being manifested by governments, native

peoples, established religions, secular organizations, academicians, foundati
ons
and industry. The International Joint Commission is in a unique position
to build
upon these diverse efforts by facilitating the creation of a code of ethics
which is
based on the Ecosystem approach language of the Water Quality Agreem
ent and

which reflects the values of society basin wide. During this time of struggl
e to
identify strategies for restoring and sustaining the health and well-being
of life
within the Ecosystem and the Commission's own recognition that
responsibility

for these tasks

must be shared by all jurisdictions, sectors of societ
y and
individuals throughout the region, the development of an ecosy
stem ethic could
bring

about the cooperation needed in terms that reach to
the very depths of
underlying values and the very heights of idealized individ
ual and collective
behavior flowing therefrom.
The method for developing an ethic for the Great Lakes Basin
Ecosystem is
perhaps as important as the ethic itself because the
process followed will
determine in large part the extent to which the ethic will
be internalized and
applied. A multistep approach to the task appears desirable:
exploration of the

basis for an ethic by members of the Commission and its Science
Advisory Board
with
ethic

philosophers; the writing of a draft ethic by philosophers;
workshopping the

throughout

the

basin;

an

in depth public

survey;

review by

the

suborganizations and staff of the Commission; and, adoption by
the Commission.
Throughout the process, opportunities for public involvement
must be widely
communicated to assure that the ethic reflects to a maximum
degree the values
and concepts of moral behavior prevalent among the people of the
Ecosystem.
The task of writing the ethic would begin with the identif
ication of
philosophers with strong foundations in normative ethics who can partici
pate in a
roundtable with members of the Commission and the Board to discuss
the basis
for the ethic and the general principles which are consistent therewi
th. Many
outstanding philosophers in Canada and the United States are
capable of
formulating an ethics code which is compatible with the ecosys
tem approach
adopted by the Parties, and several contacted for the purpose
of this paper
expressed interest in being involved. Approximately seven philosophers
would be

ideal to carry the project to its completion. At least a month before
the
roundtable is held, each should be asked to submit a three page paper address
ing

how he/she would configure an ethical system based on the ecosyst
em approach
language included in the Agreement.

At the roundtable

(altogether

to

last

approximately

two days),

each

philosopher would present his/her paper and answer questions from the
members
of the Commission and Board and from people of the region invited
to reflect a

broad spectrum of interest in the topic; out of this interaction
would come

general direction for drafting an ecosystem ethic.

The remainder of the

roundtable would then be devoted to the philosophers actually beginni
ng to draft
an ethic which would be completed and submitted to the Commission
within a
month. This suggested timing appears essential to provide a bonding
experience
among the philosophers at the roundtable, to start the drafting in
a productive
direction, and to complete a draft ethic while interest is still high.
Review of the ethic would then proceed through a series of worksho
ps in

various parts of the basin to facilitate the understanding, clarity and adequa
cy of
the proposed ethic. Representatives of diverse interests parallel to those
at the

roundtable should be invited to these workshops to listen, to ask questio
ns, and to

make suggestions for altering the ethic.

While the workshops are ongoing, an in depth public survey
would be

conducted in the Great Lakes region to test the compatibility of
the draft ethic
with the values of the people and the moral principles which
they believe ought

to flow therefrom. Some excellent social scientists capable of
developing an
appropriate survey have indicated interest in this task when
contacted for
informa
tion pertaining to this paper.
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After

the

workshops and the

survey,

members of the

Commission's

suborganizations would review the proposed ethic, the recommendations coming

out of the workshops, and the results of the survey.

Any clarifications or

alterations needed in the ethic would subsequently be cleared with the original

philosophers to assure consistency in thought process. Finally, the proposed ethic
would be passed to the Commission for its consideration.

Once adopted, a

plethora of means can and should be instituted to internalize the ethic and apply
it at all levels of individual and collective decision-making which impact the
Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem.

Conclusion

A groundswell appears to exist toward the codification of ethical principles

to guide human functioning in the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem. Diverse efforts
pertaining to an ecosystem ethic have already been initiated by academicians,
native peoples, religious and secular organizations, governments, industry and
foundations. By building upon these endeavors to create a Great Lakes code of
ethics, the Commission may generate the cooperation that is essential from all
sectors of society to restore and sustain the integrity of the Ecosystem as
envisioned in the Agreement and amendments thereto.

A series of highly public steps is recommended for developing an ecosystem
ethic: a roundtable to initiate the drafting by philosophers of an ethic based on

the ecosystem approach conceptualized in the Agreement; a series of workshops

involving a diversity of interests in the topic to assure the clarity and adequacy
of the ethic; a public survey designed to test the compatibility of the ethic with
the moral thinking of the people basin wide; review by suborganizations of the
Commission; and, finally, adoption by the Commission.

Many accomplished people throughout the Ecosystem are prepared to assist
the Commission in this endeavor.
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The cost benefit analytical approach to environmental decision making is
debunked, and an analysis based on ethical, cultural, aesthetic and political
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sensitive to political reality as well as responsive to economic costs.

Sale, Kirkpatrick.
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San

In this first full articulation of bioregional philosophy to appear, the author
envisions a world not based on arbitrary political borders but on natural

geographic regions defined by their flora, fauna, landforms and waterways. Sale
argues for an ecocentric worldview which restores humans to their rightful
harmony within the planet as dwellers in the land.
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In an historical

assessment of how nature is viewed in Christian theology,

Santmire concludes that the theological

tradition in the West

is neither

ecologically bankrupt or replete with immediately accessible ecological riches.
The travail of nature in Christian theology can come to a "blessed ending," the
author contends, if contemporary theologians approach the Bible from an
ecological interpretation.
Seraf m, Rafa]. "Noosphere, Gaia, and the Science of the Biosphere,"
En mnmental Ethics, 1(2), Summer, 1988: 121 137.
The nature centered view of Gaia and the human centered view of noosphere
have become irrelevant to this author because of our increasing capability to
analytically interpret the biosphere. He suggests viewing both concepts as parts
of a larger whole to distinguish what we know and do not know about our ability
to function on the earth and, thus, assure our mutual survival.

Sessions, George and Bill Devall. m m.

Layton: Gibbs M. Smith,

Inc., 1985.

After exploring the philosophical, psychological and sociological roots of today's

environmental movement and critically examining the human-centered
assumptions behind most approaches to nature, the possibility of an expanded

human consciousness based on earth wisdom

"deep ecology"

is discussed.

Individual and collective options based on an ecological, philosophical and
spiritual approach for dealing with the environmental crisis are suggested.
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Discussed are the

Environmental Ethics.

Paci c Grove:
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metaphysical and methodological assumptions underlying

alternative views of environmental ethics, the various theories of environmental
e
rights and duties, the ethical conflict between attempts to maximiz
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